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E
lectrochemical supercapacitors have
drawn much attention in recent years
due to their high power density, rever-

sibility, long cycle life, and small environ-
mental impact.1 They can be divided into
two basic types according to their charge
storage mechanism. The electric double-
layer capacitance (EDLC) type generates
capacitance from charge separation at the
electrode/electrolyte interface,1,2 while the
pseudocapacitance type generates capaci-
tance from fast Faradic reactions in the
electrode material.3 Porous carbonaceous
materials are regarded as EDLC supercapa-
citors, where surface area, pore structure,
and conductivity of the electrode are critical
and Faradic reactions are not involved.
Porous carbon supercapacitors feature long
cycle life and good mechanical properties;
they require materials with high surface
area and pores adapted to ion size.1 Metal
oxides (e.g., RuO2,

3 MnO2,
4 and IrO2) and

conducting polymers (e.g., polyaniline,5

polypyrrole,6 and polythiophene) are typi-
cal pseudocapacitive materials that can
achieve relatively high capacitance but are
limited by poor cyclability due to structural
degradation of the electrode through
the redox process.7,8 Therefore, composites
incorporating a porous carbon backbone
coated with pseudocapacitive materials
suggest a potential breakthrough for a
new generation of supercapacitors.1 There-
fore research on carbonaceous materials
loaded with metal oxides or polymers is
widely reported.3,5,9,10

Polyaniline (PANi) is a highly promising
electrode material due to its low cost,
easy synthesis, good conductivity, fast re-
dox rate, and high pseudocapacitance. It
has been reported that when paired with

various electrode materials such as carbon,11

metal,12 ormetal oxides13 in supercapacitors,
PANi can greatly enhance the capacitance of
the modified electrodes.11 Additionally, the
stability, conductivity, and redox behavior of
PANi may be also improved by the presence
of carbon. This enhancement depends on
the morphology and pore structure of the
modified electrode material, which can be
measured in the specific surface area, elec-
tronic properties, and ion diffusivity.15
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ABSTRACT

In order to investigate the effect of graphene surface chemistry on the electrochemical

performance of graphene/polyaniline composites as supercapacitor electrodes, graphene oxide

(G-O), chemically reduced G-O (RG-O), nitrogen-doped RG-O (N-RG-O), and amine-modified

RG-O (NH2-RG-O) were selected as carriers and loaded with about 9 wt % of polyaniline (PANi).

The surface chemistry of these materials was analyzed by FTIR, NEXAFS, and XPS, and the type

of surface chemistry was found to be important for growth of PANi that influences the

magnitude of increase of specific capacitance. The NH2-RG-O/PANi composite exhibited the

largest increase in capacitance with a value as high as 500 F g�1 and good cyclability with no

loss of capacitance over 680 cycles, much better than that of RG-O/PANi, N-RG-O/PANi, and

G-O/PANi when measured in a three-electrode system. A NH2-RG-O/PANi//N-RG-O super-

capacitor cell has a capacitance of 79 F g�1, and the corresponding specific capacitance for

NH2-RG-O/PANi is 395 F g
�1. This research highlights the importance of introducing�NH2 to

RG-O to achieve highly stable cycling performance and high capacitance values.
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As a carbon nanomaterial, graphene exhibits many
unusual and attractive physical, chemical, and me-
chanical properties. In particular, these properties
make graphene a stronger candidate electrode ma-
terial for supercapacitor applications than ordinary
porous carbon, activated carbon, and carbon nano-
tubes.14 Graphene/PANi composites have shown
higher capacitances than activated-carbon/PANi and
carbon-nanotube/PANi composites.15�17

Graphene/PANi composites can be produced by
in situ chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline
using graphene oxide (G-O) or reduced graphene
oxide (RG-O) as carriers. Pure graphene is not easily
dispersed in aqueous solutions, which limits its appli-
cation, and to date, a scalable method of making pure
graphene flakes has not been reported. To solve this
problem, surface-modified graphenes with various
functional groups are used to prepare graphene/PANi
composites, among which G-O is the most easily
synthesized and most widely employed. G-O contains
a large amount of oxygen functional groups such as
OH, CO, COC, andCOOH.18 These groups aid dispersion
of G-O in solution and aniline monomer adsorption,
which favors achieving a uniform coating of PANi on
G-O. It was also reported that carboxyl groups fromG-O
could link to the nitrogen atoms in the PANi backbone,
providing doping for the interaction in addition to
bonding and, thus, taking the place of an additional
dopant such as Cl�.19 Nevertheless, the poor electrical
conductivity of G-Owill hinder efficient charge transfer
in the graphene network and reduce cyclability.20 This
drawback can be overcome by chemical reduction or
by thermal annealing to partly remove O-containing
groups, thus partially restoring the graphene sp2

network.21,22 It is obvious that the graphene surface
functionalities are important to the performance of
supercapacitors. However, little work has been re-
ported investigating the effect of graphene surface
chemistry on PANi loading and the effect of such
loading on capacitive performance.
In this paper, four different surface-functionalized

graphenes, graphene oxide (G-O); reduced G-O (RG-O);
nitrogen doped graphene (N-RG-O), and primary
amine-modified graphene (NH2-RG-O), were synthe-
sized for use in “graphene”/PANi composites. In an
attempt to achieve the highest synergistic effect be-
tween the chemically modified graphenes and PANi,
the amount of conducting polymer loading was fixed
at ∼10 wt %. This value was chosen to prevent the
blockage of micropores and the degradation of the
graphene composite conductivity from excessive poly-
mer loading. Among the four samples, NH2-RG-O
showed an 8-fold capacitance increase after PANi
loading. The 500 F g�1 capacitance of NH2-RG-O/PANi
was larger than that of G-O/PANi (4.7 F g�1), N-RG-
O/PANi (68.47 F g�1), and RG-O/PANi (207.11 F g�1).
Moreover, the NH2-RG-O/PANi composite exhibited

an unusually good cyclability and an increase in capa-
citance by a factor of 1.19 after 680 cycles at 2 mV s�1.
The effect of �NH2 functional groups on the prepara-
tion and electrochemical performance of “graphene”/
PANi supercapacitors was carefully studied and eluci-
dated for this paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The surface character of the different chemically
modified graphenes was identified by Fourier trans-
form infrared spectra (FT-IR), X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS), and X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS). G-O contains a wide range of oxygen
functional groups both on the basal planes and at
the edges of the G-O sheets.23 The FT-IR spectrum
(Figure S1a) of G-O demonstrates the presence of C�O
in carbonyl (νC�O at 1056 cm

�1), C�O in carboxylic acid
(νC�O at 1162 cm

�1), and C�O�C (νC�O at 1226 cm
�1),

C�OH (νC�O at 1307 cm
�1), and CdO in carboxylic acid

and carbonyl moieties (νCdO at 1631 and 1730 cm�1),
in addition to the strong CdC stretching deformation
of a honeycomb carbon network at 1497 cm�1. After
the G-O is reduced by NaBH4, the peak intensities of
C�O (1056 cm�1) and CdO (1631 and 1730 cm�1)
decrease significantly while the CdC graphene net-
work vibration remains strong around 1600 cm�1. A
broad band of strong absorption around 1200 cm�1 is
due to the overlap of B�C vibration (1225 cm�1) and
�OH vibration (1200 cm�1); this indicates the intro-
duction of boron from the NaBH4 reduction reaction
and an incomplete reduction of G-O. NH2-RG-O was
prepared via a solvothermal process in which ammonia�
water reacted with G-O in the presence of ethyl-
ene glycol. Ammonium ions in ammonia�water can
attack the oxygenated groups of G-O and generate
primary amine groups at the NH2-RG-O surface by
nucleophilic replacement.21 The ethylene glycol in
the solvothermal system functions as a reducing agent
and assists the removal of oxygenated groups in the
G-O. For NH2-RG-O samples (Figure S1b), the two
distinct vibration bands besides the characteristic
CdC peaks are IR absorptions at 1565 and
2800�2980 cm�1; the former is the sp2 CdN bond,
while the latter is the C�H stretching vibration of
the NH2�G bond. N-RG-O was produced from a reac-
tion between G-O and NH3 gas at high temperatures,
∼550 �C (vs <200 �C for NH2-RG-O). During this synth-
esis process some C�C and C�O bonds may rupture,
forming pyridinic and graphitic C�N species in the
N-RG-O. Hence, the nitrogen atoms in the N-RG-O
sample exist mostly in the pyridinic and graphitic form,
while in NH2-RG-O primary amine functional groups
coexist with pyridinic nitrogen. NaBH4 efficiently re-
duces G-O and can decrease the presence of oxyge-
nated groups.22 The CdN bond at 1565 cm�1 is not
observed in the IR spectrum of N-RG-O (Figure S1b)
and indicates that NH2-RG-O has higher nitrogen
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content than N-RG-O. From Figure.S1 we can also
conclude that RG-O, NH2-RG-O, and N-RG-O have very
low oxygen content compared to G-O.
The carbon K-near-edge X-ray absorption fine-

structure spectra of the four different surface-modified
graphenes are shown in Figure 1. The graphite spec-
trum is displayed as a reference. Themain peak around
285 eV can be assigned to the C K-edge π* resonance
and is observable in all five spectra. The strong peak at

293 eV is associated with the σ* resonance, while
higher energy absorption bands at 295�315 eV are
due to the transitions from C1s to higher conduction π
or σ states. The absorption peak between 286 and
290 eV may be attributed to an interlayer transition
according to Pacile et al.24 and/or the presence of
COOH and alkyl functional groups as proposed by
Jeong et al.25 This peak is remarkably strong in the
G-O spectrum, indicating a high concentration of
COOH and CO species. The σ* resonance feature at
293 eV is prominent in the G-O spectrum. This may be
associated with the presence of a large amount of COC
and COH groups, which are upright with respect to the
carbon basal plane and therefore possess σ symmetry.
It is noted that, compared to the other four samples,
the main resonance of G-O at 284.8 eV is shifted to
lower photon energy and a lower intensity, and both
are indicative of more defects in the G-O sp2 carbon
network.26 For RG-O, the intensity ratio between the
peaks at 288.1 and 293 eV and the main resonance
peak at 284.9 eVsuggests the removal of oxygen-
containing groups and the repair of the graphene π
network. The C K NEXAFS spectra of NH2-RG-O and
N-RG-O are basically similar to that of RG-O in that the
attachment of NH2 groups or incorporation of substi-
tutional N to the carbon sp2 network does not affect
the C K-edge absorption directly.
Nitrogen K-near-edge X-ray absorption fine spectra

of NH2-RG-O and N-RG-O are displayed in Figure 2a.
Strong π* resonance features at 397�403 eV and a
strong broad σ* resonance band between 403 and
425 eV are observed in both N-RG-O and NH2-RG-O.
Three well-resolved peaks, denoted N1 (398.5), N2
(399.8), and N3 (401.5), are observable and agree with

Figure 1. NEXAFS spectra at the C K-edge of G-O, RG-O,
NH2-RG-O, and N-RG-O. The spectrum of graphite is also
included for comparison.

Figure 2. N K-edge NEXAFS spectra of NH2-RG-O and N-RG-O (a) and XPS of N 1s spectra of NH2-RG-O and N-RG-O (b).
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peaks seen in similar studies inN-doped carbon andCN
composites.27 The N1 (398.5 eV) peak is attributed to
pyridinic N atoms, which replace carbon atoms in the
graphene layer but bond to only two carbon atoms and
donate one electron to the carbon network (C�NdC
π*). The N2 peak is assigned to primary amine-type
nitrogen bonds (C�NH2).

28�30 N3 can be assigned to
the π* transition from N1s to admide N (�OCNH2 or
secondary admide�OCNHCO�) according to the
ab initio calculation.20 N2 and N3 are strong in NH2-
RG-O but absent or weak in the N-RG-O spectrum. The
strong peak loacted around 407 eV is assigned to the
transition from the N1s core level to C�N σ* states.27

These N K-edge NEXAFS assignments are confirmed in
the XPS N1s data. As shown in Figure 2b, the N 1s signal
of N-RG-O is relatively weak at 398.5 eV and can be
attributed to pyridinic nitrogen. For NH2-RG-O, in addi-
tion to the prominent pyridinic nitrogenpeak at 398.3 eV,
there exists a strong peak of primary amine functional
groups at 399.5 eV and a minor component peak at
401.0 eV due to graphitic and/or amide N atoms.21

On the basis of the detailed analysis of XPS spectra,
the surface elemental composition of these four
graphene samples can be identified and quantified.

As summarized in Table 1, the G-O sample has an
oxygen content of 37%, which is higher than RG-O
(∼15%), N-RG-O (∼6%), and NH2-RG-O (∼8%). The
N-RG-O and NH2-RG-O samples have ∼5% and 9%
nitrogen, respectively (hydrogen is not taken into
account for the calculation).
The electrochemical performance of the four gra-

phene samples without PANi loading, i.e., G-O, N-RG-O,
NH2-RG-O, and RG-O, was evaluated by cyclic voltam-
metry in 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte. The cyclic voltammetry
(CV) curves ofN-RG-OandNH2-RG-Oas shown inFigure 3
have a nearly rectangular shape, which would be char-
acteristic of aperfect EDLC.On theother hand, bothRG-O
andG-Oexhibit a pair of redoxpeaksdue to the transition
between quinine/hydroquinone groups,1 which is typical
for carbon materials abundant in hydroxyl groups. The
NH2-RG-O curve shows a current density of 2.5 A g�1 at a
scanning rate of 100 mV/s, which is larger than G-O
(0.078Ag�1), N-RG-O (1.23Ag�1), andRG-O (2.0Ag�1). It
is also noted that at high scan rates the increment of
cathodic current to potential is sluggish Figure 3a; this
demonstrates the poor conductivity of GO.
Figure 4 displays CV curves at various scan rates for

the four graphene/PANi samples after loading∼9wt%
PANi. All of the graphene/PANi samples show a great
increase in the current density compared to their
counterpart graphenes without PANi. The capacitance
can be calculated from the CV curves according to eq 1:

C ¼

Z
idV

� �

vmV
(1)

TABLE 1. Portion of Chemical Species for Different

Surface-Modified Graphene Based on XPS Results

G-O RG-O NH2-RG-O N-RG-O

N 9.6 5.2
C 62.7 84.9 82.5 89.0
O 37.3 15.1 7.9 5.8

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of G-O (a), N-RG-O (b), NH2-RG-O (c), and RG-O (d) recorded at different scan rates from 2 to
100 mV s�1.
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where i is the current density (A), V potential (V), v
scan rate (mV s�1), and m mass of the graphene/PANi
composite in the electrode (g).
As shown in Figure 5, NH2-RG-O increases its capa-

citance 8-fold due to the PANi loading, reaching 420
F g�1 at a scan rate of 2 mV s�1. This is larger than that
of G-O/PANi (4.7 F g�1), N-RG-O/PANi (68.47 F g�1), and
RG-O/PANi (207.11 F g�1) under identical measure-
ment conditions. BET surface areas of G-O/PANi,
RG-O/PANi, NH2-RG-O/PANi, N-RG-O/PANi, and G-O
are around 289, 265, 320, 358, and 310 m2 g�1,
respectively. The PANi/N-RG-O has the largest BET
surface area and also relatively higher conductivity.
However, the four samples do not show significant
differences in BET value. Therefore, their different
electrochemical behavior would come from the syner-
gistic effect from both graphene and PANi. Note that
the specific capacitance of NH2-RG-O/PANi is more
than twice that of RG-O/PANi. The capacitance value
of NH2-RG-O/PANi remains as high as 291 F g�1 even
under high scan rates of 100 mV s�1, which may be a

benefit of the high conductivity of the graphene/PANi
composites.
Similar to those of pristine NH2-RG-O, the CV curves

of NH2-RG-O/PANi are nearly rectangular in shape
(Figure 4c) and indicate that both behave as electro-
chemical double-layer-type supercapacitors. A pair of
new redox peaks (0.52/0.46 V with V = 0.057 V) appear
in NH2-RG-O/PANi, which represent the pseudocapa-
citance contribution of the PANi in the transformation
from emeraldine to pernigraniline.17,31 It is important
to note that the cathodic and anodic peak positions of
NH2-RG-O/PANi do not shift with the change in poten-
tial sweep rates, indicating fast pseudocapacitive
charge transfer from PANi to NH2-RG-O. As the pseudo-
capacitive charge producer, PANi can generate capa-
citance values that are several times larger than those
of reduced graphene oxide.18,32,33 However, the poly-
mer in the polymer/graphene composite normally
leads to low percolation thresholds; in other words,
only the top layers of the composite can contribute to
the capacitance. Graphene serving as the current

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms of G-O/PANi (a), N-RG-O/PANi (b), NH2-RG-O/PANi (c), and RG-O/PANi (d) recorded at
different scan rates from 2 to 100 mV s�1.

Figure 5. Specific capacitance of different surface-functionalized graphene before (a) and after (b) loading of 10wt% PANi as
a function of scan rate (from 2 to 100 mV s�1) in 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte.
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collector provides active sites for electrical current to
pass between layers. Recent reports showed that
composite electrodes with thin film (<10 nm) conduct-
ing polymers were effective for fully reversi-
ble and rapid Faradic reactions; thus the conducting
polymers contribute as pseudocapacitive charge
storage.34,35 On the contrary, Gomez et al. have re-
cently reported that the redox peaks in the CV curves
shift position with scan rate changes.15 This may be
due to high PANi loading (PANi to graphene ratios of
50�100%) and poor charge transfer between the PANi
and graphene carrier.9 In our experiments, the weight
ratio of PANi was kept at a moderate level of ∼9% so
that the prepared NH2-RG-O/PANi electrode could act
as highly conducting microelectrodes for electron
transport from PANi to the chemically modified gra-
phenes. RG-O/PANi (Figure 4d) also shows character-
istic redox peaks at 0.52 and 0.46 V, which represent a
Faradic reaction in the conducting polymer. Never-
theless, the CV curve shows nonidealities, particularly
at high scan rates, indicating reduced conductivity of
the RG carrier in comparison toNH2-RG-O/PANi. The CV
curves (Figures 4a and b) of G-O/PANi and N-RG-
O/PANi are shallow with low current density (0.2�4 vs

15�20 A g�1 for NH2-RG-O/PANi and RG-O/PANi) and
deviate from a rectangular shape. Their measured
capacitances are 8�10 times smaller than that of
NH2-RG-O/PANi.
Figure 6 shows the galvanostatic charge/discharge

profiles of NH2-RG-O/PANi at current densities of 1 and
1.5 A g�1. The linear symmetric charging and dischar-
ging profiles indicate that the capacitive behavior of
NH2-RG-O/PANi is fully reversible. This composite also
demonstrates fast charge transfer and redox kinetics.
The specific capacitance is calculated using eq 2:

C ¼ iΔt

mΔV
(2)

where i is the discharge current, Δt discharge time, m
mass of the active material (weight of PANi þ
graphenes), and ΔV the potential window, which is
388 and 372 F g�1 at 1 and 1.5 A g�1, respectively,

which agrees well with the values calculated from the
CV curves using eq 1.
A stability study of NH2-RG-O/PANi and RG-O/PANi

was performed by cyclic voltammetry. RG-O/PANi ex-
hibits a decay in the capacitance with increasing cycle
number (see Figure 7a). An interesting phenomenon is
observed with NH2-RG-O/PANi, where the specific
capacitance increases significantly with increasing
cycle number (Figure 7b). After 100 cycles of charge/
discharge activation at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1, the CV
curves were recorded at scan rate 20 mV s�1 from
120 to 220 cycles and then at scan rate of 2mV s�1 from
220 to 680 cycles. The different scan rates were
adapted in order to shorten the activation time period.
Note that the capacitance value gradually increases
from 420 F/g initially to 500 F/g at 200 cycles and
remains stable up to 680 cycles.
High conductivity with reversible redox properties

is regarded as necessary to achieve supercapacitors
with long cycle-life. Increases in the capacitance with
cycling number were reported previously with a
MWCNT-GO composite. In that system, the improved
conductivity was reasoned to be due to the reduction
of oxygen content inGOwith increasing cycles.36 In our
case, the capacitance increase is possibly due to the
doping and dedoping of sulfate ions on the PANi
polymer assisted by the simultaneous fast Faradic
reactions of primary amine with Hþ. The doping and
dedoping of ions during the oxidation and reduction
of PANi is responsible for the pseudocapacitive charge
generation in these capacitors.
In previous reports, researchers found that the pre-

sence of heteroatoms, especially widely used N com-
pounds, in the carbon network improved capacitance

Figure 6. Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of NH2-
RG-O/PANi at a current density of 1 and 1.5 A g�1 in 1 M
H2SO4 with a potential range from �0.3 to 0.8 V.

Figure 7. Cyclic-life data of RG-O/PANi electrode (a) and
NH2-RG-O/PANi (b). The specific capacitance value is calcu-
lated fromCV curves at a scan rate of 50mV s�1 in 1MH2SO4

electrolyte. Inset figure shows the CV curves during the
1000 cycles.
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and were the origin of stable pseudo-Faradaic reac-
tions. In our recent studies, we find that the amine
functional groups in NH2-RG-O react with protons to
produce imine or protonated amine,21 while the con-
sumption of Hþ in electrolyte helps H2SO4 f HSO4

�

dissociation. The amine redox reactions can therefore
assist charge doping and dedoping in PANi. This
synergistic effect can result in the doubled charge
storage processes as shown in Scheme 1.
Controlling the carbon surface chemistry is of sig-

nificant importance when growing polymer on the
carbon carrier. Fang et al. reported that the modifica-
tion of carbon could improve its wettability and
further enhance its electrochemical performance in
supercapacitors.37 While the chemical content and
type of surface groups have a pronounced effect on
the capacitance,38 only basic or neutral groups such as
phenol and ethers were thought to be able to improve
capacitance.39 NH2-RG-O and RG-O contain unreduced
hydroxyl groups, which are advantageous for super-
capacitors. N-RG-O, which was reduced under an inert
gas atmosphere, was doped with graphitic and pyr-
idinic nitrogen atoms with poor wettability. GO holds a
high concentration of oxygen functionalities, but the
poor conductivity severely hinders it for electrochemi-
cal applications. Therefore, NH2-RG-O and RG-O, con-
taining N heteroatoms, can improve the capacitance
of the electrode, with unreduced hydroxyl groups
on NH2-RG-O also possibly contributing to the
capacitance.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was

used to measure the internal resistance, charge trans-
fer kinetics, and ion diffusion process of the four
graphene/PANi composites. The EIS was measured
over a frequency range of 10 kHz to 10 mHz. As shown
in the Figure 8 inset, the intercept between the im-
pedance spectrum and real impedance axis (Z0) is
almost the same (0.035 Ohm) for all four graphene/
PANi electrodes. This indicates that the series resis-
tance, which includes the electrolyte solution resis-
tance and contact resistance at the interface of active
material/current collector, is very low for all four

graphene/PANi cells. The Nyquist plots in Figure 8
exhibit an incomplete semicircle in the high-frequency
region and a vertical linear feature in the mid- to low-
frequency region.
Among the four graphene/PANi composites, the

vertical curve of NH2-RG-O/PANi has the largest slope
with respect to the Z0 axis, i.e., closest to the imaginary
impedance axis (Z00), which implies that NH2-RG-
O/PANi exhibits the highest conductivity or lowest inter-
nal resistance, including polarization impedance. In
contrast, the low-frequency Nyquist plot of G-O/PANi
is almost 45 degrees with respect to Z0. That is, the real
and imaginary components of the impedance vector
are almost equal at all frequencies, which is a char-
acteristic of Warburg impedance, where ion diffusion
effects at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces dominate
the electrochemical reaction mechanism on the
G-O/PANi electrode. The structural defectivity and abun-
dance of oxygen-containing groups in G-O that hinder
the ion diffusion through the G-O/PANi layers are the
main reasons for the high Warburg impedance. The
Nyquist plots in the high-frequency region in Figure 8a

Scheme 1. Faradic reactions of PANi and NH2-RG-O in acidic electrolyte.

Figure 8. Electrochemical impedance plots of G-O/PANi,
N-RG-O/PANi, NH2-RG-O/PANi, and RG-O/PANi. The spectra
were taken in 1MH2SO4 in a frequency range from10 kHz to
10 mHz. A Randles equivalent circuit representing the
circuit elements for the Nyquist plot is shown in the inset.
R is solution resistance, C or CPE represents double-layer
capacitance or constant phase element, Rct is charge trans-
fer resistance, and Zwar is diffusion-controlled Warburg
impedance.
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resemble an incomplete semicircle. The semicircle im-
pedance plots have been reported for many carbon,
carbon nanotube, and graphene-based supercapaci-
tors.40�42 They can be well-modeled using a complex
equivalent circuit, as shown in the inset in Figure 8. Rs
is the series solution resistance, which may include
the electrolyte resistance and the active material/cur-
rent collector contact resistance. Two capacitors C

(or more realistically, two constant phase elements,
CPE, which take into consideration the electrode sur-
face inhomogeneity) represent double-layer capaci-
tance and Faradic capacitance, respectively. Rct, in
parallel to C, is the charge transfer resistance at the
electrode/solution interface,whileZwar is the iondiffusion-
controlled Warburg impedance.
These components form a mixed control Randles

circuit, which is usually used to model capacitance in a
process with a combination of kinetic and diffusion
processes determining the rate. The second capaci-
tance circuit consists of a capacitor impedance C and
charge transfer resistance Rct. At high frequencies, the
capacitor impedance becomes much smaller and the
system resistance is dominated by the resistors and
polarization impedances. At low frequencies, an ideal
polarizable capacitance would give a straight line with
large angleswith respect to Z0 or almost parallel to Z00. It
is noted that in Figure 8 the semicircles partially (in the
midfrequency region) disappear. The absence of the
semicircle in the complex impedance plane has been
reported and is explained by high ionic conductivity at
the electrode/electrolyte interface.43

In the NH2-RG-O/PANi case, when the frequency
decreases and the impedance vector moves further
from (Z0= 3 ohm, Z00 = 1 ohm), the phase angle does not
decrease as in an ideal semicircle. Rather, the phase
angle increases continuously with further decreases in
frequency. Thismeans that the polarization impedance
reduces its contribution (i.e., the kinetic and charge
transfer are no longer rate-determining steps), while
mass capacitance remains the dominant component
of the system impedance. Hence the EIS data are

consistent with the other electrochemical measure-
ments shown and discussed above, and they indicate
that NH2-RG-O/PANi is the best electrode material for
supercapacitor applications, demonstrating low inter-
nal resistance, very good charge transfer, and excellent
ionic conductivity.
It is known that the three-electrode cell used for

evaluating the electrochemical performance of an
active material usually shows a high sensitivity to
Faradic reactions. This may lead to large errors in
estimating the energy storage capability of the elec-
trode material for supercapacitor applications.44 It
should be mentioned that it is difficult to achieve a
high specific capacitance value if the supercapacitor
cells are fabricated using a single conducting-polymer-
based active material for both the cathode and anode.
Therefore, we used N-RG-O as the cathode material
and NH2-RG-O/PANi as the anode electrode. The elec-
trochemical performance of the NH2-RG-O/PANi//
N-RG-O cell is measured in 1 M H2SO4 (Figure 9). The
capacitance of the full cell is 35, 43, 52, 69, and 79 F g�1

during scan rates of 500, 300, 150, and 10 mV s�1.
The specific capacitance per mass of one pellet

electrode is calculated according to eq 3:

Cspec ¼ 2C=m (3)

where C is the experimental measured capacitance of
the supercapacitor andm is themass percentage of the
NH2-RG-O/PANi electrode. Therefore, the specific ca-
pacitance of the PANi-NH2-RG-O electrode under scan
rates of 500, 300, 150, 50, and 10 mV s�1 are 175, 213,
261, 346, and 395 F g�1, respectively, which were
higher than those reported for PANi/CNT (320 F g�1)
in a two-electrode testing environment,45 but in our
case the loading weight ratio of PANi decreased to
∼10%.At a charge/discharge rateof 2.0, 5.0, and7.0Ag�1,
they are 69.4, 56, and 48 F g�1, while the specific
capacitances of the PANi-NH2-RG-O electrode are 345,
280, and 240 F g�1 respectively.
The results agree well with the values calculated

from the CVs. At a charge/discharge rate of 2.0 A g�1,

Figure 9. (a) Cyclic voltammograms taken at various scan rates of 10�500 mV s�1 and (b) Galvanostatic charge/discharge
curves taken between 0 and 1 V at various constant currents of 2�7 A g�1 for the asymmetric capacitor NH2-RG-O/PANi//N-
RG-O in 1 M H2SO4.
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the energy density of our two-electrode cell can be
as high as 9.6 Wh kg�1, as calculated from E = CV2/2.
The cycling performance, which is analyzed by
galvanostatic charge/discharge of the NH2-RG-
O/PANi//N-RG-O cell under 1.0 V with a current density
of 2 A g�1, gave a 85% capacitance maintained after
1000 cycles.

CONCLUSION

Four different surface-functionalized graphenes
were used as carriers for preparing chemically mod-
ified graphene/PANi composites. The largest capaci-
tance of 500 F g�1 (all values are with respect to the
combined mass of PANi and chemically modified
graphene, which are derived from measurements on
a three-electrode cell) was measured for a “NH2-RG-
O/PANi” composite, which was an 8-fold improvement
over a “NH2-RG-O” without PANi loading composite

and was much larger than that of “G-O/PANi'” (4.7 F
g�1), “N-RG-O/PANi” (68.47 F g�1), and “RG-O/PANi”
(207.11 F g�1). Most importantly, a factor of 1.19
increase in capacitance was observed for NH2-RG-
O/PANi as the cycle number increased to 680 cycles, while
the capacitance decay with increasing cycle numbers
was measured for the other three graphene/PANi
composites. The amine functional groups in NH2-RG-
O react with protons to produce imine or protonated
amine, while the consumption of Hþ in the electro-
lyte helps H2SO4 f HSO4

� dissociation. The amine
redox reactions can therefore assist the doping and
dedoping in PANi and might be responsible for the
increased capacitance in long cycling. Introducing
�NH2 into the carbon honeycomb network before
loading the PANi helps the PANi/graphene composite
to achieve high capacitance values for supercapacitor
applications.

METHODS

Synthesis of Graphene Oxide (G-O). Graphite oxide was prepared
from natural flake graphite powder per a technique that has
been reported elsewhere.20 Briefly, 5 g of graphite and 3.5 g of
NaNO3 were placed in a flask. Then 350 mL of H2SO4 was added
with stirring in an ice-bath environment, and 10 g of KMnO4was
added with vigorous stirring for 2 h. The mixture was kept for
6 days at room temperature. A 200 mL amount of 5 wt % H2SO4

was then added to the mixture, and the system was kept at
98 �C under reflux for 2 h. When the temperature was reduced
to 50 �C, 10mL ofH2O2 (30wt%aqueous solution)was added to
terminate the reaction. The resultant mixture was purified by
repeating the following procedure: washing (1 L of 3 wt %
H2SO4), followed by H2O under centrifugation until the super-
natant is colorless with a pH value around 6.0. Then the product
is dispersed to 5 mg/mL under ultrasonication (140 W for 2 h)
and freeze-dried for further use.

Synthesis of NH2-RG-O. NH2-RG-O was prepared with a method
developed by our group.21 A 100 mg portion of G-O was added
to 40 mL of ethylene glycol under ultrasonication. After further
addition of 1 mL of ammonia�water, the dark brown solution
was transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave for solvothermal
reaction at 180 �C for 10 h. The precipitate from the reactionwas
then filtered, washed repeatedly with distilled water, and dried
at 60 �C for further use. Since the reactant G-O platelets are
subjected to temperatures that are capable of reducing them,
we label this product as “NH2-RG-O”.

Synthesis of N-RG-O and RG-O. N-RG-O was prepared by anneal-
ing G-O at 550 �C under NH3 gas flow. Briefly, 500mg of G-Owas
put in a tube furnace with 5% NH3 in Ar flow of 50 sccm. It was
then heated to 550 �C in 20 min and kept at this temperature
for half an hour. The resultant samples were ground, washed
repeatedly with distilled water, and dried at 60 �C for 24 h for
further use. RG-O was prepared by chemical reduction: 500 mg
of G-O powder was dipped in aqueous NaBH4 (50 mM) solution
for 2 h. The resultant sample was washed repeatedly with
distilled water and dried at 60 �C.

Synthesis of Various PANi/Graphene Composites. The PANi/
graphene composites were synthesized via in situ oxidative
polymerization of aniline on the four different surface-func-
tionalized graphenes by using ammonium persulfate as an
oxidant. The aniline monomer was doubly distilled before use.
A 200 mg amount of each type of functionalized graphene was
individually ultrasonically dissolved in 20 mL of methanol. Then
2.38 mL of 0.1 M aniline in methanol was added drop by drop

into the solution, which was contained in an ice bath under
magnetic stirring. After another 10 min, 4.76 mL of 0.02 M
ammonium persulfate and 0.2 M LiClO4 in 1 M H2SO4 was
dripped in. The solution was shielded from light and kept in an
ice bath, with magnetic stirring for 8 h to achieve full polymer-
ization. The product was repeatedly washed with water, etha-
nol, and acetone to remove the residual oxidant. All of the
composites were dried at 60 �C.

Characterization. The near-edge X-ray adsorption fine-structure
(NEXAFS)measurementswere carriedout at the Surface, Interface,
and Nanostructure Science beamline of the Singapore Synchro-
tron Light Source. A total-electron yieldmodewithphoton energy
resolution of 0.1 eV was used. The XPS was collected with a Kratos
Axis Ultra DLD (delay line detector) spectrometer. This XPS has a
monochromatic Al KR X-ray source with a resolution of 0.1 eV.
Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) were recorded on a
Shimadzu IR Prestige-21 FTIR spectrophotometer.

The electrochemical performance of the samples was mea-
sured by cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic spectroscopy at
room temperature using 0.5 M H2SO4 as the electrolyte in a
three-electrode cell using anAutolabPGSTAT302electrochemical
test system (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands). Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy measurements were carried out over
a frequency range from 10 kHz to 10 mHz in a 1 M H2SO4

electrolyte. The applied voltage was 10 mV. The working elec-
trode was fabricated by casting deionized (DI) water-impreg-
nated graphene ink onto a 5mmdiameter vitreous glassy carbon
electrode. To prepare the graphene ink, 20 mg of a graphene/
PANi was ultrasonically dispersed into 5 mL of DI water. A 20 μL
portion of the graphene/PANi ink was coated on the electrode
and dried at 60 �C. Then, 5 μL of Nafion solution containing
2-propanol (5 wt %, Dupont) was deposited on the electrode.

A capacitor was fabricatedwith NH2-RG-O/PANi andN-RG-O
electrodes, which were separated by filter paper in 1 M H2SO4

electrolyte. Theworking electrodewas prepared bymixingNH2-
RG-O/PANi or N-RG-O (80 wt %) with PVDF binder (10 wt %) and
carbon black (10 wt %), and then the thin film prepared by a roll
to roll process. The NH2-RG-O/PANi thin film was then cut into
disks with a diameter of 1 cm. The weights of NH2-RG-O/PANi
and N-RG-O were 2.0 and 3.0 mg.
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